
ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

3D Pet Fish ZGroup Mobile

Dive into deep sea fun with 3D Pet Fish, a fully animated 3D aquarium. 
Successfully care for your pet fish in exciting game or tank modes, as it 
transforms into a virtual pet swimming about your screen in vibrant colors.

S ccessf ll care for o r pet fish in e citing game or tank modes andSuccessfully care for your pet fish in exciting game or tank modes and 
watch it magically transform into a virtual pet swimming about your screen 
in vibrant colors. Raise your virtual pet fish using coins collected inside the 
deep sea game mode where you’ll guide your pet fish through 
treacherous waters navigating its way around harmful enemies while you 
seek out the lost treasures of the deep.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

180 Darts ZGroup Mobile

A great mobile version of this classic game, known and loved the world 
over. 

Your local pub brings you the 180 Darts championship! Practise your skills 
against the simulated opponents and when you feel up to scratch, 
h ll th l i l ti d i ki d t t tchallenge other players in a real-time drinking, erm...darts contest. 

This title allows

Bluetooth multiplayer gaming and is great fun to play with friends. This is 
the darts simulation you've been waiting for!

PS. Don't forget to finish on a double.

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Aglie Fighter      ZGroup Mobile

Agile Fighter is a fast paced kung fu game for your Series 60 mobile 
phone featuring stunning graphics and exciting single player andphone featuring stunning graphics and exciting single player and 
multiplayer game play.

Link up to your friends over Bluetooth and make the weaklings sorry they 
ever dared question your kung fu skills as you dish out some bare knuckle 
justice. When alone fight your mobile phone in single player mode andjustice. When alone fight your mobile phone in single player mode and 
punish it for every time it let you dial a wrong number.

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Another World ZGroup Mobile

The famous game of the 90's from Eric Chahi (Future Wars Heart ofThe famous game of the 90 s from Eric Chahi (Future Wars, Heart of 
Darkness) is back on your mobile phone ! 

Enjoy full polygonal graphism and cinematic cutscene on your mobile that 
has never been seen before. Another World will take you into a journey 
that you will never forget.You are Lester Chaykin, a young nuclearthat you will never forget.You are Lester Chaykin, a young nuclear 
scientist. 

During you're last experiment on the sub-atomic particles a brilliant flash 
of lightning struck the laboratory and bring you to an Another World. Now 
you have to find a way back to home.(C)2005 Eric Chahi.Developed and y y ( ) p
edited by Magic Productions 

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Aqua Blocks ZGroup Mobile

As Captain Isak, you are stuck in your stationary sub, as you have 
stumbled upon an aqua block field! 

The only way to get past the blocks outside of your porthole, is to 
distintegrate them by arranging them to form solid lines as they fall down.g y g g y

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Aquanoid ZGroup Mobile

Aquanoid is an underwater break-out game featuring real time 3D 
graphics, frantic gameplay and tons of levels and bonuses.

Storyline: Ahoy matey! Welcome aboard the Aquanoid pocket submarine! 
You will be travelling through the oceans along with Commandant 
Costeau in search of the lost treasure. 

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Block Breaker Deluxe                                         ZGroup Mobile

      N Gage

Forget everything you know about brick-breaker games! By downloading 
Block Breaker Deluxe 2 onto your mobile, you’ll have fun rediscovering 
this great cult game totally updated for the first timethis great cult game, totally updated for the first time. 

Besides offering visuals and animations never before seen in a puzzle 
game – ultra-realistic ball and pad controls, bricks creating stunning, 
dynamic shapes, and more –
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Bowling Master    ZGroup Mobile

Excellent bowling simulator game with Bluetooth multiplayer (In PocketPC 
version),

different lanes and funny animationsdifferent lanes and funny animations.

Features:

# Bluetooth multiplayer (play agains your friend)  # Great graphics

# Funny animations for strikes spares misses # 2 difficulty levels# Funny animations for strikes, spares, misses  # 2 difficulty levels

# True bowling physics 
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Brain Trainer ZGroup Mobile

Our brain ages and gets less efficient. If you’re young, you must avoid it, 
and if you’re an adult you must fight against it. 

Mobile Brain Trainer is your mobile game to keep your brain fit. 

Train your brain anywhere with Prof. Battlori’s tests, games and 
challenges for a few minutes a day. 

It’s not only a pure mind game; it’s a game to make your brain work.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Bubble Shooter ZGroup Mobile

Endless battle now on your PDA, Symbian or Smartphone! Updated 
greaphic !Do not download this game if you have important appointments 
h l Y ll ddi d d i h Y h b d!shortly. You may well get addicted and miss them. You have been warned!

Your goal is to clear all the bubbles from the board, scoring as many 
points as possible. You shoot at them with more bubbles, and when three 
or more of the same color come together, they all explode. Point your 
stylus to the place on the field where you want the next bubble to gostylus to the place on the field where you want the next bubble to go.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Captain Dynamo ZGroup Mobile

Evil Austen Von Flyswatter has stolen the largest set of diamonds ever. 
Ousted from retirement caped crusader Captain Dynamo hurtles into 
action. 

Captain Dynamo must recover hundreds of stolen diamonds, avoid 
enemies and booby traps and make death defiying leaps to reach the 
teleport station at the highest part of each level. However the captain isn't 
quite as young or tough as he once was. 

One touch from any of the monsters or traps can mean grisly death, so 
concentration, control and courage are required at all times.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Crash Bandicoot

Nitro Kart 3D ZGroup Mobile

Crash Bandicoot hits the track in his most fast-paced adventure yet! 
Speed your way down a number of tracks. Race and battle against zany 
opponents and turn them to dust using an arsenal of devastating weapons 
at your disposal. Enjoy an advanced track design and unique drifting 
controls and effects. Have you got what it takes to race, battle and have 
exhilarating fun?exhilarating fun?
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Deadly Abyss ZGroup Mobile

You were ordered to get through enemy defense and to destroy as many 
of his ships and airplanes as possible in the middle of his territory.

Once you began fulfilling your task you were spotted by enemy scout y g g y y p y y
ships that immediately sent message to headquarter of enemy. 

First you were underestimated and only light-armed battleships were 
going after you. But as your activity increased and became more serious 
threat for enemy, bigger and heavier-armed ships and even special 
airplanes were sent to haunt you. 
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Eggstreme 3                                                            ZGroup Mobile

Sizzler Supremacy 

Gear up for the challenge of the century with Eggstreme - Sizzler 
Supremacy. The Eggs have finally got it right this year…

The Eggs have always been a civil race. Easy going and law abiding 
(although known to crack under pressure occasionally). But this Easter, 
things are going to change…The Eggatrons have invaded to establish a 
new order. Help the Eggs fight back - to reach supremacy - to restore their 
position in the albumen. All Eggs, black, white, small, big, dotted and even pos t o t e a bu e ggs, b ac , te, s a , b g, dotted a d e e
slightly cracked will have to unite to combat this evil. 
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Elf In Forest ZGroup Mobile

Elf princess got lost in a dark forest. To survive she must collect magic 
balls which contain magical energy she can use to teleport herself home. 
H th F t i d k d th d dl d Elf illHowever, the Forest is dark and there are many deadly dangers Elf will 
have to overcome.

Mobile Game Faqs Award Mobile Game Faqs Award In this Symbian 
game, Elf in Forest, you will control a young elf princess with a single key. 
Ensure her survival and safe homecoming!Ensure her survival and safe homecoming!
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Euro Cup                                                                 ZGroup Mobile

Mobile 2008

Euro Cup Mobile 2008 provides you with the latest news and information 
related to the European Soccer Cup 2008 directly on your mobile device.

The information is always up-to-date via daily online update.

# The latest match standings, team lineups, game occurances, goal 
scorers, etc.

# Detailed description of all games shortly after they end# Detailed description of all games shortly after they end
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Greedy Penguins ZGroup Mobile

Greedy Penguins is is an completely free action game!

The purpose of this game is to jump down through an infinite shaft of e pu pose o t s ga e s to ju p do t oug a te s a t o
platforms,try not to fall off the screen and get coins as more as possible. 
Move the penguins with the arrow keys or Touchscreen, moving from 
platform to platform. "Life" decreases when you touch the pillards, but you 
can recover the "life" guage by eating fish. Multiplayer mode will request 
you getting more coins than your competitoryou getting more coins than your competitor. 
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Krystaloids ZGroup Mobile

Rediscover the legendary space shoot'em-up in a new version with 
stunning graphics!

In Krystaloids, rediscover the legendary space shoot'em-up in this new 
version with stunning graphics!

You weave through the asteroids at the controls of your ship and use 
lasers, bombs, and teleport bonuses to eliminate the Krystaloid extra-lasers, bombs, and teleport bonuses to eliminate the Krystaloid extra
terrestrials threatening your interstellar fleet.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Mbounce The Bartender     ZGroup Mobile

Fill the glass with wine to reach the red line indicator. Please don’t pour 
too much or too little!

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

MGS Mobile VR Pool       ZGroup Mobile

Noumena present MGS Mobile VR Pool 2, the long awaited follow-up to 
the award winning MVR Pool. Powered by the newest MGS 3D game 

i P l 2 h l d 3D li l lengine, Pool 2 has elevated 3D realism to a new level.

Pool 2 has expanded the number of popular pool rules to include: 9 Ball, 
15 Ball, Snooker and Free Drop. If this is not enough, there are several 
mini-games to test your skills. This will be the most impressive pool game 
on any wireless device for a long time to comeon any wireless device for a long time to come.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Mill ZGroup Mobile

World’s famous board game is from now available for your mobile! 
Challenge your friends in a ‘pass-play’ multiplayer mode or try to beat g y p p y p y y
smart artificial intelligence opponents: leave them with no pieces or legal 
moves to win the battle! 

Featuring silkly smooth graphics, easy controls and intuitive game-play 
Mill (also known as Nine Men’s Morris) will keep you busy for hours!.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Movistar Rally 3D      ZGroup Mobile

D racing game. Very well worked, with great graphics and interface. From 
creators 3D MotoRacing With excellent sound and good control. There 

diff t t d hi I th hi f 2 filare many different routes and machines. In the archive of 2 files.

The first - demonstration of the possibilities of cursor and game itself. The 
second - game itself, route and so forth to Flight to mode works 
wonderfully. In order to switch transfer, it is necessary to let go gas and to 
harvest againharvest again.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Nicky Boom ZGroup Mobile

Nicky is in trouble. His Grandfather has been captured by the cruel witch 
Zoldrane and is being kept in the dark dungeon of her castle. The old man g p g
is the guardian of the forest tribe and Zoldrane wants him to tell her their 
ancient secrets.

To prevent Nicky from rescuing his Grandfather, Zoldrane has turned the 
normally peaceful inhabitants of the woods in to monsters who are almost 
as evil as she is! …………
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Ojom                                                                  ZGroup Mobile

Action Twister 3D

TWIST, TILT AND TWIRL your mobile to guide the clumsy yellow glob 
through tricky 3D mazes of ingenious wickedness. 

Filled with deadly traps, vicious enemies, and peculiar oddities, this 
camera controlled action title will truly twist your mind
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Pearl Mania ZGroup Mobile

Clear the table by selecting a cube which has another matching color 
cube next to it. Holes 

in the table are filled by cubes above. If a whole column is clearedin the table are filled by cubes above. If a whole column is cleared 
columns beside are 

moved towards the middle of screen. Game play gets more difficult by 
every level due to 

increased number of cube colors The game will work in any screenincreased number of cube colors. The game will work in any screen 
resolution MIDP 1.0 
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

PT Devoids      ZGroup Mobile

PT DEVOIDS a new and exciting game for the Pocket PC , Smartphone 
and Symbian mobile devices.

The most exciting Asteroids game yet seen on windows mobile devices. 
with up to 100 action packet level each one designed to test your skill and 
dexterity. 

Kill the bad guys avoid the rocks collect the good bonuses avoid the bad 
and take each level one step at time SIMPLE.....
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Real Dice Roulette        ZGroup Mobile

Miss Vegas? Real Dice Roulette takes you to the strip, anytime, 
anywhere! Play alone or join a live table and watch as others place their 
b t l id P l t i d h t ith lbets alongside yours. Pan camera angles to view and chat with real 
players from around the world. 

Go big or go broke with a beautiful and intuitive betting interface. Use your 
winnings to play other Real Dice multiplayer games. Spin to Win in the 
Real Dice CasinoReal Dice Casino.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Real Dice Spades ZGroup Mobile

Challenge your friends to a classic card game with multiplayer Spades by 
Real Dice. 

Choose from multiple game variations and customize your match speed, 
point to win, sound and more. 

Live in-game chat lets you strategize with your partner so you can bragLive in game chat lets you strategize with your partner so you can brag 
out when your opponents bag out! Choose to play offline against powerful 
AI avatars, or let them jump in for you during an online game. 

Enjoy stunning graphics, game customization options and regular free 
updates. Post your scores to the real-time Hall of Fame and see how you p y y
stack up to other players.

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Real Football 2008       ZGroup Mobile

Choose from more than 200 teams & live the football season to the max 
with Robinho, Cannavaro and Crouch.

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Rush Mole 3D ZGroup Mobile

Collect as much crystal as possible by rushing the mole and its mine car 
into the long, dark mine shaft! You will face a lot of dangerous situations 

hi h ill k l i th bi d t ! D l ith b k twhich will make playing the game a big adventure! Deal with broken tram 
roads, obstacles and a wide variety of other challenges and beat your 
high score!

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Saga Of Stone ZGroup Mobile

Welcome to traval with our marvelous little hero on RICHES LAND. 

The game offers a stunning experience of moving & shooting variousThe game offers a stunning experience of moving & shooting various 
monsters; jumping and catching the edge of escarpment;running fast and 
feeling cool wind on hair! everything you would expect and more.

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Shadow Warrior        ZGroup Mobile

A fi t h t ti bilAwesome first person shooter action on your mobile

Awesome first person shooter action on your mobile phone, Based on the 
blockbuster PC title from 3D Realms! featuring multiple weapons, lava-
suit, ammunition, health power-ups, key-cards, and detailed graphics 
making this a must have for your games collectionmaking this a must have for your games collection. 

Explore the massive dungeons in search for enemy forces and hidden 
key-cards. 

You'll require both skill and a ruthless instinct to make it through the action 
packed levels.

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Snakes  Subsonic                                                       ZGroup Mobile

N Gage

As announced, the N-Gage team has today released the futuristic snake 
game, “Snakes Subsonic”.

“Snakes Subsonic” packs the old classic snake game principle to control a 
constantly moving snake with left and right turns by collecting items 
through a level. 

It delivers an addictive blend of music-driven puzzle solving fused withIt delivers an addictive blend of music driven puzzle solving fused with 
subsonic speed.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Snow Lines ZGroup Mobile

Snow Lines is arguably the best “Lines” game yet. You will be able to play 
against the clock or to set up dizzying records; achieve high scores; or try g p y g g y
to overcome dozens of original levels. Several game modes give the 
opportunity to get as much amusement as possible out of Snow Lines, 
and flexible rules help you to find something new in this game every single 
time you play.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Solitaire Classic           ZGroup Mobile

10 Best Solitaire games, superb design, simple to use. 

Get SOLITAIRE CLASSIC ! Play the best Solitaire card games with 
Solitaire Classic.

The program is a pack of 10 Solitaire games: the famous Solitaire games 
like Freecell, Klondike, Spider, Aces High, and more.

Enjoy stunning colour graphics, unparalleled ease of use and practicalEnjoy stunning colour graphics, unparalleled ease of use and practical 
features like hint function, undo moves and many more.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Spear Of Destiny     ZGroup Mobile

BS Editor: In this prequel to Wolfenstein 3D, the Nazis have stolen the 
Spear of Destiny, a relic that was used to pierce the side of Jesus Christ 
and is said to make the bearer invincible from Versailles in the early daysand is said to make the bearer invincible, from Versailles in the early days 
of the Blitzkrieg in World WAR II. As B.J. Blazkowicz, your mission is to 
recover the Spear from Hitler before it's too late. Developed by id 
Software and published by FormGen Corporation, Spear of Destiny added 
some new graphics, but was essentially a collection of new levels for 
W lf t i 3DWolfenstein 3D. 
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Stunt Plane     ZGroup Mobile

Be the Ace of stunt flying by clearing the obstacle courses set among the 
clouds! 

Collect bonus balloons, execute rolls for extra points and watch out for 
turbulence! Master the winds and take your place in the Stunt Plane hall 
of fame.

Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

System                                                                 ZGroup Mobile

Rush Evolution

Flowing from the massive repercussions from the "Kenjou" system hack in 
the original System Rush, the player is now in an authoritarian planet-wide 
"lock down"lock down .

The player resorts to a new form of experimental technology to shatter the 
10 newly installed network "firewalls" and prove to the corrupt 
governments that the flow of information will never be halted.

The user is 'hardwired' into the system, effectively becoming a part of the 
network . 
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Tomb Raider                                                           ZGroup Mobile

Legend 3D    

This 3D game follows the story of Tomb Raider Legend, the new title in 
massive Tomb Raider Franchise. Developed using ground breaking 3D 
technology; it’s a 3rd-person action-adventure game with an event-driven 
t & f th t i i 3D hi i bilstory & some of the most immersive 3D graphics ever seen in a mobile 

game.

The adventure takes Lara around the globe, exploring treacherous tombs 
and uncovering mysterious ancient artifacts. Lara Croft’s search for a Pre-
Incan relic changes course dramatically when she meets a dangerousIncan relic changes course dramatically when she meets a dangerous 
figure from her past.
Screenshots:
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ZGroup Mobile CONFIDENTIAL

Topgun Navy                                                          ZGroup Mobile

Strike Fighter Tactics      

Topgun Navy Strike Fighter Tactics is a classical shoot them up arcade 
game for Series 60 mobile phones

"Topgun Navy Strike Fighter Tactics" from il Padrino group is a classicalTopgun Navy Strike Fighter Tactics  from il Padrino group is a classical 
"shoot them up" arcade game for Series 60 mobile phones. The game is a 
small entertainment application that can be used during journey to work, 
school or other short trip, where quick and relaxing game play is desired; 
and what is the BEST of it the game is offered totally for free with money 
donation option for the guys who developed the game as they have donedonation option for the guys who developed the game, as they have done 
it entirely in their free time.
Screenshots:
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Turjah ZGroup Mobile

"This is excellent futuristic shoot em up game."

The sequel to the award winning Turja has new improved graphics, sound 
and playability. 

With over 40 new enemy’s, advanced new weapons and power up 
options. Winner of the “Best Action Games” category, Pocket PC 
magazine 2002, this game is a must for pocket PC gamers.
Screenshots:
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WW2                                                                  ZGroup Mobile

The Africa Campaign

North Africa, 1941. The Axis have taken most of Western Europe, and 
now have their sights on the Suez Canal and the Middle Eastern oilfields. 
If they manage to break through North Africa, the allies will be starved of y g g
valuable oil, and this could turn the tide of World War II. In Noumena's 
latest game, WW2: The Africa Campaign, you get to follow three years of 
armoured battle in the North African desert. Take command of German 
Panzers, British Infantry tanks, and even the fearsome German 88mm 
Flak!Flak!.
Screenshots:
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X Feeder                                                                     ZGroup Mobile    

Feeder is funny and addictive, and also,the simplicity of the keypad 
controls is perfectly adapted to the mobile phone. The simple gameplay is 
easy to learn but remains challengi

X-feeder is funny and addictive, and also,the simplicity of the keypad 
controls is perfectly adapted to the mobile phone. The simple gameplay is 
easy to learn but remains challenging all through. Plenty of variations of 
game roles and feeds keep things interesting. X-feeder is essentially a 
test of your accuracy; it requires you to feed monkey giraffe pelican cutetest of your accuracy; it requires you to feed monkey, giraffe, pelican, cute 
dinosaur and many other roles with their foods quickly. 
Screenshots:
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